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1. Introduction. Let Rbe a. ring satisfying the identity 

(1) (x, y, z) = (y, z, x) 

for ail x, y} z G R, where (x,y,z) = (xy)z — x(yz). If R also satisfies the 
identity (x, x, x) = 0 for ail x Ç R, then R is alternative. I t is known that 
if R satisfies (1), it need not be an alternative (see 6). Thus, the class of 
rings satisfying (1) is a non-trivial extension of the class of alternative rings. 
P. Jordan remarked that (x, x, x)2 = 0 is an identity in R (see 9). Outcalt 
strengthened this remark by proving that (y, x, x)2 = 0 for all x, y £ R. He 
went on to show that if R is a simple or primitive ring satisfying (1), with 
characteristic prime to 2 and 3, then R is alternative (see 7), and hence 
associative or a Cayley-Dickson algebra (see 2-5). 

In this paper we prove that a ring R satisfying (1) with the same restric
tions on its characteristic and containing no non-zero ideal whose square is 
zero must be alternative. 

A prime ring has no non-zero ideal whose square is zero. Since arbitrary 
simple rings and primitive rings are prime, the latter result proved by San 
Soucie (8), this paper extends Outcalt's results. 

2. Preliminary results and identities. Let R be a, ring satisfying (1) 
with characteristic prime to 2 and 3. We first introduce the ^-function of 
Outcalt. For x Ç Rt define vn(a), where a £ R, as follows: 

v(a) = (a, x, x), vk(a) = v^^ia)). 

I t is clear t\i&tvn(vm{a)) = vm(vn(a)) = vm+n(a) andvn(a + b) = vn(a) + vn(b) 
for all a, b £ R. The ^-function depends on x as well as on a but it will be 
clear from context when we use this fact. I t was mentioned in the introduction 
that (a, x, x)2 = 0 for all a, x Ç R. In terms of the y-function this identity 
becomes 

(2) (v(a))2 = 0 

for all a Ç R. Linearizing (2) yields 

E(a, b) = v(a)v(b) + v(b)v(a) = 0 

for all a, b G R. Next, using (1) and (2), we have 
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3(v(a),v(a),v(b)) = -v(a)[v(a)v(b)] + [v (a)v (b)]v (a) - v(a)[v(b)v(a)] 
+ [v(b)v(a)]v(a) = E(a, b)v(a) - v(a)E(a, b) = 0 

and therefore 
(v(a),v(a),v(b)) = 0. 

When linearized, this equation becomes 

(v(a),v(c),v(b)) + (v(c),v(a),v(b)) = 0 

for all a, b, c £ R. Then 

0 = v(b)E(a, c) - E(a, b)v(c) + (v(a), v(b), v(c)) + (v(b), v(a), v(c)) 

which, when expanded, gives us 

(3) v(a)[v(b)v(c)] = v(b)[v(c)v(a)]. 

This identity appears in (7, p. 135). Outcalt derived the following identities 
for arbitrary a, b, x G R: 

F(a, b) = 3v(ab) - av(b) - 2v(b)a - v(a)b - 2bv(a) = 0, 

G (a, b) = 9v2(ab) - 5av2(b) - 4v2(b)a - 5v2(a)b - 4bv2(a) 
- 2v(a)v(b) = 0, 

I (a, b) = 5v2(ab) - ±v2(ba) - av2(b) - v2(a)b - 2v{a)v(b) = 0, 

J(a, b) = 27v3(ab) - lUvz(b) - Uv\b)a - lZvz(a)b - \4bvz(a) 
- 3v2(b)v(a) - 3v(b)v2(a) = 0, 

(4) 9vB(a) = (v(x), v(x), a). 

We shall also make use of the following identity which is satisfied by all 
x, y, z in an arbitrary ring, where (x, y) = xy — yx: 

C(x, y, z) = (xy, z) — x(y, z) — (x, z)y — (x, y, z) + (x, z, y) — (z, x, y) = 0. 

The/-function, which follows, was introduced in (1): 

f(w, x, y, z) = (wx, y, z) — x(w, y, z) — (x, y, z)w, 

where w, x, y, z, £ R. We shall need a property of the /-function which is 
derived from the Teichmiiller identity: 

h(w, x, y, z) = (wx, y, z) — (w, xy, z) + (w, x, yz) — w(x, y, z) — (w, x, y)z 
= 0 

for all w, x, y, z in an arbitrary ring R. Expanding / and h and collecting 
terms wTe obtain 

f(w, x, y, z) — h(w, x, y, z) — h(x, y, z, w) = 
— (zw, x, y) + w(z, x, y) + (w, x, y)z. 

Since f(z, w, x, y) = (zw, x, y) — w(z, x, y) — (w, x, y)z, we conclude that 
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(5) f(w, x, y, z) = -f(z, w, x, y) 

for ail w, x,y, z Ç R. Finally, let x € R. Then 

U(x) = {u Ç R\ u(R, x, x) = (R, x, x)u = (w, x, x) = 0} 

is an ideal of R (7, p. 136). 

3. Main section. The structure theorems involving simple and primi
tive rings satisfying (1) were derived using the ideal U(x) and a property 
P (7, p. 137), which is shared by both simple and primitive rings. I t does 
not seem obvious that this property P holds for a ring having no non-zero 
ideal whose square is zero but we can circumvent this difficulty with the aid 
of the following three lemmas. The main result will then be developed fol
lowing Outcalt's argument with appropriate changes due to our lemmas. 

LEMMA 1. Let R be a ring satisfying (1). If A is an ideal of R} then 

B = {x £ R\ xA = Ax = 0} 
is an ideal of R. 

Proof. I t is immediate that 

(x, a, y) = (y, a, x) = 0 

for all x £ B, a Ç A, and y G R. I t follows, using (1) and expanding the 
appropriate associators, that 

a(yx) = a(xy) = (yx)a = (xy)a = 0. 

Thus, B is an ideal of R. 
We shall assume that R is a ring satisfying (1) with no non-zero ideal whose 

square is zero and with characteristic prime to 2 and 3 in all that follows. 

LEMMA 2. Let y G R such that y2 = 0. Then y G U(y). 

Proof. Evidently, (y, y, y) = 0. Next, it follows from the fact that y2 = 0 
and (y, x, y) = (y, y, x), that f(y, y, x, y) = f(y, y, y, x). 

Since f(y, y, x, y) = —f(y, y, y, x) from (5), we obtain 0 = f(y, y, x, y). 
Hence 

(6) y(y, x, y) + (y, x, y)y = 0. 

Next, using (1), 

0 = C(y,yx,y) = (y(yx),y) -y(yx,y) - (y,y}yx) 

which, when expanded and simplified, yields 

(7) 0 = [y(yx)]y - y[(yx)y] + y\y(yx)]. 

But, [y(yx)]y = —{y,y,x)y and y[y(yx)] = —y(y,y,x). 
Adding these two equations, using (6), and comparing the result with (7), 

we obtain 
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(8) y[(yx)y] = 0. 

Starting with 0 = C(xy, y, y) and following the same sequence of steps 
results in 

(9) b(xy)]y = 0. 

Next, expanding (6) and using (8) and (9), we obtain 

(10) [(yx)y]y = y[y(xy)]. 

Finally, expanding 0 = C(yx,y,y) and using (8), we obtain 

(11) [iyx)y]y = [y(yx)]y. 

However, 

(y, x, y)y = (y, y, x)y. 

Expanding these associators, and using (9), wTe get [(^x)^]j = ~[y(yx)]y 
which, when compared with (11), yields 

(12) [y(yx)]y = [(yx)y]y = 0. 

Then, from (10), y[y(xy)] = 0. This equation, together with (8) and (12), 
yields the equations 

y(x,y, y) = (x,y,y)y = 0. 

We conclude that y Ç £7(;y). 

LEMMA 3. Let a G R. Then (R,v(a)yv(a)) = 0. 

Proof. From (2), [v(a)]2 = 0. Hence, from Lemma 2, v(a) G U(v(a)). Let 
A be the ideal generated by (R, v(a), via)). Then A is contained in U(y(a)) 
and A(R,v(a),v(a)) = (R, v(a)y v(a))A = 0. From Lemma 1, the two-sided 
annihilators of A form an ideal of R, which must contain A. Hence A2 = 0 
and therefore A = 0. 

In particular, (R, v(x), v(x)) = 0. Thus, from (4), we have 

(13) vHa) = 0 

for all a G R> This result, coupled with J(a, b) — 0, yields 

(14) 0 = v2(b)v(a) +v(b)v2(a). 

Then, replacing a by v(a) in (14) and using (13) along with the fact that 
vs(a) — v2(v(a)), we get 

(15) 0 = v2(a)v2(b). 

From Lemma 3, (v2(a), v2(a), r) = 0 for all a, r Ç R. 
Expanding and using (2), we have 

(16) v2(a)[v2(a)r] = 0. 
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Furthermore, linearizing the above associator yields 

(17) 0 = (v2(a), v2(b), r) + (v2(b), v2(a), r). 

It follows from (17) that 

0 = /(a , a)v2(r) - v2(a)I(a, r) + (v2(a), a, v2(r)) + (a, v2(a), v2(r)). 

Expanding the above equation, applying (15) and (16), and using the fact 
that E(x,y) = 0 for all x, y £ R, we get 0 = 2v2(a)[v(a)v(r)]. 

Applying (3) with a, b, and c replaced by r, v(a), and a, respectively, we 
obtain 

(18) 0 = v(r)[v2(a)v(a)}. 

Passing to the anti-isomorphic copy of R yields 0 = [v(a)v2(a)]v(r). 
Using the fact that 0 = E(v(a), v2(a)) we conclude that 

(19) [v2(a)v(a)]v(r) = 0. 

Finally, applying E(x,y) = 0 and (13) to 0 = F(v2(a), v{a)), we obtain 

(20) v(v2(a)v(a)) = 0. 

Recall that v(a) = (a,x,x). Then equations (18), (19), and (20) imply 
that, given x G R, v2(a)v(a) G U(x). Let B be the ideal generated by v2(a)v(a). 
Then B is contained in U{x). Hence, in particular, B(v(a)) = (v(a))B == 0. 
From Lemma 1, the ideal generated by v(a) annihilates B from both sides. 
Since B is contained in this ideal wre conclude that B2

} and hence B, is zero. In 
particular, 

(21) v2{a)v(a) = 0 

for all a, x £ R. 
Linearizing (21) we obtain v2(a)v(b) + v2(b)v(a) = 0. Subtracting (14) 

from this equation we obtain 

0 = v2(a)v(b) - v(b)v2(a) + E(b,v(a)) = 2v2(a)v(b) 

whence 

(22) v2{a)v(b) = v(b)v2(a) = 0. 

Equations (13) and (22) imply that for each x G R, v2(a) G U(x). 
The ideal, C, generated by v2(a), is contained in U(x) and therefore 

C(v(a)) = (v(a))C = 0. We conclude, as before, that C2 = 0 and, hence, 
C = 0. In particular, 

(24) v\a) = 0 

for all a £ R. But then computing 0 = G (a, b) yields v(a)v(b) = v(b)v(a) = 0 
for all a,b Ç R. Therefore, v{a) 6 U(x) for each x € R. Reasoning as above, 
we conclude that v{a) = 0 for all a G R, and R must be alternative. 
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THEOREM. If R is a ring satisfying (1) with characteristic prime to 2 and 3, 
then, if R contains no non-zero ideal whose square is zero, R is alternative. 
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